Chapter 40: Yeshua, the Avatar
Sacred Rites
Ever since I can remember, I have always felt the presence of Jesus Christ, as if he were a person I had
known for a very long time. Once I chose to be baptized at the age of nine, I was able to participate in the
sacred rites of our church. We had two main rituals:
1. Foot washing, where we washed each other’s feet, as Jesus did for his disciples, in preparation
for communion.
2. Communion, in which we drank a little vial of grape juice as a symbol of having the blood of
Christ inside us and ate a piece of bread symbolizing the body of Christ, which we took into
ourselves. Jesus established this ritual at the last supper, just before his crucifixion.
Our preacher had told us that Jesus was present at these sacred rites. I was so excited the first time I was
allowed to participate in these rituals, because I fully expected to see Jesus in the flesh-and-blood of his
resurrection body sitting in the front row of the church for communion! After my initial disappointment
that only church members were sitting in the front row, I realized that the presence of Christ was an
energy that I had invited into my heart to guide my life, always.
The book Jesus: The Explosive Story of the 30 Lost Years and the Ancient Mystery Religions, by Tricia
McCannon, opened my mind to deeper understanding of the extensive training Jesus had in Egypt,
England, India, and Tibet in many different religious traditions before beginning his public ministry in
Palestine. Jesus was called by his Hebrew name Yeshua, and in India he was called Saint Issa.
According to McCannon, the Brahmins trained Saint Issa in the spiritual laws of karma, dharma, and
reincarnation, and he went through four major initiations corresponding to the elements of earth, fire, air,
and water.1 Everywhere Jesus went, he brought a radical new message of equality for everyone—
including women, servants, and untouchables. He spoke in defiance of the Law of the Land, teaching that
“the taking of food from the lands of Brahmans to save lives of common people at times of famine” was
the right thing to do.2 He got into big trouble with the nobility and upper classes in India because he
wanted to abolish the whole caste system and had to flee India because of an assassination plot against
him.3
A Lifetime with Jesus
I do not claim that the following is absolute truth. The material is from past life regressions that a
colleague and long-time dear friend and I did for each other in February of 2012 remembering lifetimes
we shared as brothers in India during the time of Christ. The information is a blending of the memories
that we experienced as we guided each other’s regressions and is integrated with insights generated later
from these experiences as well as from other pertinent sources.
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Many others have channeled messages of events from the life of Christ, and the messages conflict with
each other. Some say Christ did not suffer, and others say he did not really die and escaped with his wife
Mary Magdalene. The heart of each reader needs to evaluate what is said, to see if it resonates as truth.
This story is our truth.
In my memory of that lifetime, my brother Sri Ananda (now incarnated as my friend) is the oldest of three
siblings. He is four years older than I and our sister is two years older. Our mother died in childbirth with
me, and I am named Sri Hari. Our father cannot raise us by himself, so he gives all three of us to be raised
in the temple with our lives dedicated to service there. This decision is very honorable in our culture. My
older brother shelters me under his wing, and we love each other greatly.
A Visit from Yeshua
When my brother is fifty-eight years old, a nineteen-year-old Hebrew comes to our temple to study. When
my brother looks into the eyes of this young man named Yeshua, he immediately recognizes the presence
of divinity in him from the radiance of love that emanates from every pore of his being. Yeshua comes to
learn from us all that we know as adepts, including the chakra system, the flow of Kundalini energy, and
breathing practices that promote health. Sri Ananda realizes that Yeshua absorbs all of his knowledge
instantly, just by gazing into his eyes.
Opening the Third Eye
I am initially skeptical, but Sri Ananda takes me down by the river to meet this remarkable young man.
Yeshua gazes into my eyes, touches my forehead, and instantly my mind is opened to a far greater truth
than I have ever known as Sri Hari. Yeshua pops a bubble of limitation that has been constricting my third
eye, which fully opens, melting illusions and leaving only TRUTH. This third eye constriction was put in
place by the Anunnaki to try to keep the humans under control, and everyone had one. Then Yeshua
floods my heart chakra with the unconditional love my creator has for me. This love is like my brother’s,
but far greater in its magnitude, reaching to the stars. It is a total “beingness” of love. The missing
feminine presence from the wound of my mother’s death is one of the factors that makes Sri Hari develop
his mind and its psychic powers. Deeply moved by this direct experience with divinity in human form, Sri
Hari pledges his soul in service to Yeshua, through however many incarnations it takes, until everyone
awakens to the truth about the creator’s great love for all of us.
Even though Yeshua absorbed all of our knowledge instantly, he stays in our country to teach us and to
learn our language and culture. He shows us the flaws in our belief systems. We think that karma justifies
the caste system. We believe our lowest caste, the untouchables, have done grievous errors in previous
incarnations and deserve to be in their position at the bottom of the social ladder. But Yeshua teaches us
that love can overcome karma and that touch is the greatest healer. He preaches that we Brahmins, the
landowner priests, should share our land and our food with the poor. He teaches that all people from all
castes and varied intellectual abilities are equal in the sight of God—including women.
My brother and I embrace this radical new position. Who could say no to a direct experience of that
caliber of pure love? We support Yeshua, taking him to meet others in the hierarchy of our society. Some
of our colleagues open to this new truth and also become followers. But this teaching of the need to
abolish the caste system is not well received by many in power, because they fear they would lose too

much. Even some of the poor are so entrenched in the belief system that they think they deserve to be
punished. Others of the lower castes embrace the truth, stand up, and clamor for equality.
Bloodshed
Armed revolt breaks out. People opposed to Yeshua draw swords and start fighting, trying to kill Yeshua
and his followers. Others stand up to defend this new truth. Sri Ananda’s heart is broken by the
bloodshed, and Yeshua has to leave immediately, as it is not yet his time to die. He makes himself
invisible and somehow makes us invisible, too, and we slip out from the crowd and move toward safety.
As my friend and I were remembering this shared lifetime, our conscious minds had trouble figuring out
how Yeshua got invisibility cloaks for all of us. Yet, the Bible reports a similar event when the people at
the synagogue were furious with Yeshua for what he was teaching:
They got up, drove him out of the town, and took him to the brow of the hill on which the town
was built, in order to throw him down the cliff. But he walked right through the crowd and went
on his way. [my emphasis] (Luke 4:29-20 NIV)
Invisibility Photos
The ability to make oneself invisible is a feat witnessed and photographed by Thornton Streeter, who has
done extensive research work with special photographic devices that show the emotional and spiritual
states of people at the Centre for Biofield Sciences.4 The first photo has the profile of a doctor who cannot
believe what she is seeing.
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In the second photo, the top part shows the energy configuration of a yogi (an adherent of yoga
philosophy) as she started to go into meditation. This woman then made herself invisible right before
Thornton’s eyes. He could see only a filmy outline of where her body had been, but the photograph shows
the beauty of her aura while in this state of invisibility. Her physical body was not seen at all.

Secret Society
Four of us Brahmin priests disguise ourselves as carpenters and guide Yeshua as he escapes. We carry a
cart filled with small items of furniture. We do not dare dress as the priests we are, because our lives are
also in danger. Whenever one of us becomes discouraged, the others hold and comfort us. We know that
even if our physical bodies are surrendered, our spirits will carry on the mission until the message of truth
gets out to everyone.
We have formed an underground network of a secret society of about 150 followers of Yeshua. When we
go to a new place, we can see into people’s hearts and know who belongs to our group. We communicate
telepathically. As adepts, we can broadcast a thought and target it, like an instant messenger program, but
without any technology. We can alert our colleagues in other places, and they report their whereabouts to
us. We are like underground bodyguards. We are purposely not in the public eye, but we keep our fingers

on the pulse of what is happening. Angels guide us and support us, and they wake us up when needed.
They watch our back.
Yeshua asks us to take him to meet with holy men who are living during our time. One is an immortal
master named Babaji who lives in the Himalayas. Although we do not know where Babaji is, we know
others who link us with those who can guide us there. Along the way, we work for food and sell our
carpentry wares.
Babaji
When we finally complete the long journey to meet Babaji, he has a private audience with Yeshua.
Although Sri Hari is not physically present, he is telepathically connected and sees that Babaji completes
Yeshua’s understanding of human nature. In his teenage years, Yeshua had overestimated the capacity of
humans for rapid change. Babaji helps him see the way the nervous system is programmed with the
ingrained fear of not being able to survive—an ingrained knee-jerk response. He helps Yeshua see why
the campaign in India resulted in a bloody revolution rather than the peaceful change Yeshua wanted.
They lay out a new master plan. Jesus is an avatar, come to bring a greater understanding of truth and love
that will correct the distortions in the Anunnaki imprinting on our minds. The Anunnaki broke the heart
of the world by claiming divine powers only for themselves and treating us as soulless servants who had
to strictly obey or be severely punished. The Supreme Being who created the universe and set the stars in
the heaven is different from the Anunnaki gods who gene spliced Homo sapiens to mine their gold. The
truth is that the Anunnaki do have divinity within them, but so does everyone and everything else in all of
creation!
The Great Creator of All had compassion for our hybrid race, and Yeshua came as the son of the true God
to break the fear system the Anunnaki had installed in our minds to program us to work and obey, or be
destroyed. I realize that the Anunnaki set up the whole caste system. Kingship everywhere was set up to
rule the humans, because the Anunnaki did not design us to be smart enough to manage on our own! We
believed our creators were angry, demanding, punishing parents we were supposed to fear.
The Cross and the Resurrection
Yeshua came to raise our consciousness to higher truth. Being nailed to the cross was part of this plan.
Avatars down through history have connected with the cross as a symbol of “the x-y axis of space and
time, as well as the Tree of Life.”5 Like other great avatar teachers, including Krishna and Quetzalcoatl,
who got nailed to the Tree of Life, the plan was for the power of Yeshua’s love to resurrect his body and
regenerate the world. He would sacrifice his physicality and would transmute his physical cells into a
resurrection body that could not be harmed by sword or anything else. He had studied resurrection in the
mystery schools during his time in Egypt and knew how to do it.
The new plan was that during his physical ministry, Yeshua would gather a group of followers and open
them to the truth. These awakened ones, both male and female, would then spread the message of love
around the globe, like a little bit of yeast making a huge loaf of bread rise. This plan is different from his
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original strategy in India of working with the structures of authority. This underground movement goes to
the common people, the middle class.
We follow Yeshua for the rest of his ministry on Earth, staying in the background. Yeshua instructs his
disciples, “Heal the sick, show your powers, teach, and spread love everywhere.”
Holy Week
Yeshua knows that being a prophet in his own country is dangerous, which is why he spent so many years
studying in other places before he began his ministry. The Levitical priesthood in Jerusalem felt
threatened by the priesthood of the Nazorean order and had banned all prophecy after the time of the
prophet Ezra.6 Prophets were forbidden to exercise their gifts, upon pain of death—from their parents’
own hands. Instructions had already been written in the Bible:
And if anyone still prophesies, his father and mother, to whom he was born, will say to him, ‘You
must die, because you have told lies in the LORD’s name.’ When he prophesies, his own parents
will stab him. (Zechariah 13:3)
Yeshua knows he can be put to death for teaching a higher wisdom. But he has to come to Jerusalem
because it is the mission control center for the Anunnaki, the most sacred land. His final sacrifice needs to
be in the center of Anunnaki territory. When Sri Ananda sees Yeshua being nailed to the cross, his loving
heart is utterly shattered by the cruelty done to our beloved friend and master. Sri Hari holds his brother
as he sobs in his arms. Sri Hari tells him it is part of the plan and that this event is as it is supposed to be,
and greater good will come from it. But part of Sri Ananda leaves. He cannot tolerate staying and seeing
the suffering. As my friend and I do the regression, I call back that part of my brother, because he needs
all of his parts to go forward in his mission.
The gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke all tell that during the Crucifixion, darkness came over the land
from the sixth hour until the ninth hour, when Jesus died. They said the sun stopped shining, but today we
would call it an eclipse, a synchronicity that reflected the prevalence of the dark forces during those
hours.
Sri Hari sees that when Yeshua’s spirit leaves his physical form, out pops his atman, his spirit, and it is
about thirty feet tall! He’s big and bright, filled with absolute golden divine light. I see that when he is
free of the human binding that he willingly took on so we wouldn’t be scared by the thirty-foot-tall Being
of Light, his glory radiates immensely.
Matthew tells us about other supernatural events that happened when Yeshua gave up his spirit:
At that moment the curtain of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom. The earth shook and
the rocks split. The tombs broke open and the bodies of many holy people who had died were
raised to life. They came out of the tombs, and after Jesus’ resurrection they went into the holy
city and appeared to many people.
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When the centurion and those with him who were guarding Jesus saw the earthquake and all that
had happened, they were terrified, and exclaimed, “Surely he was the Son of God!” (Matthew
27:51-54 NIV)
Uranium-Based Thought Projector
Sri Hari telepathically follows Yeshua as he goes from the cross with a host of angels to the temple to the
Holy of Holies, the place where the Ark of the Covenant is kept. Sri Hari sees that the Ark is a uraniumbased etheric thought projector. His conception of what is happening is that the Anunnaki are using the
Ark to generate a force field of mind control to broadcast the thought forms that they are the rulers and
humans are subservient to them, that we really do not have rights or immortal souls. The thought system
includes the belief that the Anunnaki have the secrets of immortality. If humans are really good and work
really hard, the gods might grant us more time, but they have the divine power over life and death and can
grant or deny these things as they please. This message is falsehood, because every single being has
divinity and a soul. Sri Hari perceives that the Anunnaki have been using this broadcasting device to
affect the humans they created, and they have installed etheric chips in everyone’s third eye to receive the
broadcasts.
Sri Hari sees that what Yeshua did for him upon their first meeting in India was to remove his chip and
open his third eye to truth, popping the bubble of limitation that had been installed around his pineal
gland, the organ of perception. Yeshua also did the same for Sri Ananda and the other followers. He
deactivated the receptors for these mind-control broadcasts.
The radiation in the Holy of Holies does not bother Yeshua, because he does not have a physical form. Sri
Hari sees Yeshua adjusting the broadcaster to pull out fear-based programs from the dark side and to
purify what is being broadcast. He puts in the possibility for all beings on the planet to live in peace and
harmony, in joy and in truth.
Then Yeshua goes to the dead and to the astral plane to minister to earthbound spirits and bring them the
message of God’s love. I see him taking multitudes of earthbound spirits into the Light, all those who are
ready to embrace the higher path of love.
I also saw that Sri Hari had strong connections with the angelic realm. While his human heart grieved at
the bloodshed of the Crucifixion, through the grace of the angelic presence with him he could see what
Yeshua was doing and that it was the only way to free humankind from the bondage of the mind-control
programs that were being broadcast.
The Strategy
Sri Hari sees the strategy. The Holy of Holies was well guarded by the dark energies to preserve the
power of the Anunnaki to get their gold, which they absolutely needed for survival on their planet. The
dark forces were guarding the Ark to prevent anyone and anything from disabling their mechanism. But
the goriness of the Crucifixion distracted the dark forces. They were vehemently opposed to Yeshua and
wanted him dead. They were absolutely delighted by all of his suffering and went over to Golgotha to
watch. They really thought they had destroyed Yeshua when his spirit left his body.

So with the Ark unguarded, Yeshua popped out of his body and just walked right into the temple and
reprogrammed its broadcasts with the psychic opening created by the Crucifixion. As I was remembering
this lifetime, I exclaimed, “Well, that’s pretty wild, isn’t it!” I had never thought of this possibility before
of a unique way in which he really is the Savior, because he set us free from mind control.
The dark forces also did not see that the Crucifixion was Yeshua’s initiation into the next stage of
spiritual mastery. One of my mentors, Gloria Karpinski, teaches about five stages of spiritual initiation:7
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The call to Discipleship
Baptism
The Transfiguration
The Crucifixion
The Resurrection

When you pass through the initiation of the Crucifixion, when you are the avatar nailed to the Tree of Life
on whatever planet you are on, only then are you ready for the last initiation of Resurrection. Once you
have passed through the Resurrection, then you become a creator of universes. The ordeal of the cross
was the final test of Yeshua, and he passed it.
Our Mission
Yeshua came at the turn into the two-thousand-year Age of Pisces, and now with the change into the age
of Aquarius, the time is here for the work of Yeshua to come to full fruition. Yeshua instructs us to just
hold our light, to be love and light. We do not have to worry. Legions of angels are supporting our work.
He says to keep my brother Sri Ananda close to me.
Sri Ananda lived only three years after the Crucifixion and was assassinated with a sword at the age of
seventy-seven. When he died, most of his spirit went with Yeshua when the Master came for him, but a
dissociated part of him stayed stuck. We worked to get that part that had dissociated at the Crucifixion
into the reality of the glory of the Resurrection and then to rejoin the rest of his soul in the Light with
Yeshua.
Sri Hari lived for ten years after the Crucifixion and died by poisoning. At first I wondered how, with his
telepathic abilities, he could not have known about the poison, but then I saw that he was tied down and
forced to drink poison. Sri Hari felt angry with himself for trusting the older woman who betrayed him.
She felt like a mother figure to him, an energy he lacked, especially since the death of his older brother.
As I went through this memory, the mild symptoms of an upset stomach that I had been feeling all day
worsened, and I became violently ill with vomiting and diarrhea, as if I had food poisoning. The
synchronicity of these physical symptoms coinciding with my memory of being poisoned convinced me
that the whole memory was more than just an imaginary fantasy! We did energy work for Sri Hari to
release his self-judgment and cross fully into the Light with his beloved Master Yeshua.
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Chapter 41: Connecting with the Whale Kingdom
In this lifetime, I had an experience similar to what Sri Hari experienced when Yeshua opened up his
third eye. In 2011, I was swimming in the ocean with wild humpback whales off the coast of the
Dominican Republic. Our group of snorkelers had been in the water watching a mother whale and her
baby for hours. I was sending an energetic cord of love to this beautiful forty-five-ton mammal, when
suddenly I experienced the popping of a bubble of limitation that had been around me all my life—so I
had never noticed it. I felt as if I had been a fish swimming around inside a small fishbowl, and suddenly
the fishbowl disappeared and I was free to explore the whole ocean. At the same time, I got a strong
telepathic message from the whale asking me to call her Minerva and telling me, “Be all you can be!”
This message is not just for me, it is for all of us humans.

Escort whale breeching in front of our group. The author is the snorkeler on the far right.
Photograph by Sandra Heaton

Gifted clairvoyant Patricia Cori teaches that the whales and dolphins come from a planet called Oceana,
which is mostly water, a planet revolving around the Sirian star known as Satais.8 Cori teaches that these
Cetaceans have been on Earth for billions of years, and their songs hold the ocean in balance and are
essential to the harmony of all life on our planet.9 This idea brings up the question of just how the whales
and dolphins could have traveled to Earth. I have trouble imagining a whale piloting a spaceship and
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wonder if they had the ability to shift into a higher dimension, travel as orbs of light, and then shift back
down into our third dimension, manifesting their physical bodies once again.
Interdimensional Travel
Mind-blowing as this idea is, in his book Hidden Truth: Forbidden Knowledge, physician Steven Greer
gives examples of people who witnessed interdimensional travel. He and his wife went to Belgium during
the wave of UFO sightings there in the early 1990s.10 He had direct encounters with the triangular space
vehicles sighted in that area and he talked with other witnesses. Greer claims that the press “sanitized out”
part of the story for the official reports to avoid losing credibility with their readers. In one case, a
massive ship the size of three football fields hovered over the steeple of a church in a small village. The
eyewitness version before editing for the press was as follows:
This huge triangular ship, 800 feet long on each side, hovering above the town square, suddenly
collapsed into a pulsing red ball of light the size of a basketball. It moved a little bit and then
vanished straight out into space, in the blink of an eye!11
Greer notes that the capabilities of the extraterrestrials are extremely advanced and that the way they seem
to appear and then disappear marks their ability to make a dimensional shift.
Swimming with the whales felt magical and exhilarating. The following underwater photograph is one of
the baby whales our group swam with. Note the orb of white light in the photo. Perhaps these orbs are
higher dimensional beings giving us a glimpse of their presence!

Newborn whale calf with an orb of light in lower left corner of photo
Photograph by John LaSalle
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If the whales do come from another planet, then they might be a special kind of extraterrestrial presence
here trying to help us evolve and connect with our higher selves.
All of the galaxies are coming together to help each other. Get with the group!
—ET message channeled by Soul Detective Margaret Clench
Author and metaphysical teacher Drunvalo Melchizedek, like Cori, teaches that the whales and the
dolphins were the first conscious beings to arrive on planet Earth billions of years ago. Melchizedek says
that the first Anunnaki spacecraft to Earth landed in the ocean because galactic law required an off-planet
race to get permission from the conscious beings already on a planet before entering into a different
consciousness system.12 He states that the first Anunnaki astronaut leader spent a long time in the waters
learning the advanced knowledge of the cetaceans and that when he came out of the waters, he had the tail
of a fish, like a merman. His account of the Anunnaki interface with our planet says that Enlil was the
first Anunnaki leader on Earth, and that detail does not match the Sumerian records, which all connect
Enki with water and say he was the first Anunnaki commander on Earth.
Implants of Limitation
Minerva removed an implant of limitation from my energy field. In my Level Three Soul Detective
trainings, students muscle test themselves to find out whether they are carrying any external programs of
limitation, whether placed there by the Anunnaki to keep us from getting too powerful, by religious
institutions to keep us under their control, or by any other outside source. We also check for other kinds
of extraterrestrial interference in the system. The results have really surprised me because so far, every
single person has had at least one program of limitation, and some have had over a dozen of these
programs. What I notice is that whether or not the student or the client or the therapist believes that these
implants are real, after doing the protocol I developed to assess for and remove the implants with energy
work, the student or the client or the therapist feels free, light, and shining. People absolutely glow when
they can be fully themselves!
These implants of limitation act like “hardwired limiting beliefs,” which use fear to hold us back. Some
examples of the feelings they might convey to the person are:
It’s not safe to be all of who I am.
Communicating directly with the Divine will get me into trouble with the authorities.
If I reach my full potential, I’ll lose my family/loved ones/job/income.
Humans are inferior and limited.
God is dangerous and vengeful and I need to fear Him.
I’m sinful, so I don’t deserve good things.
It’s not possible.
I can’t.
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Prayer for Release of Implants of Limitation
Readers who feel some of these blockage programs sabotaging their goals in life could try getting
centered and quiet with whatever method works best for them and then asking their spiritual guidance
teams for help with a prayer something like the following:
I call upon help from the beings of Light that guide my incarnation to find and release any
implants of limitation that are holding me back from reaching my highest human potential,
releasing the limitations in a gentle manner compatible with my body’s ability to adjust to a
higher degree of sovereignty. I ask for this release only if it is in the highest good for me, for my
family, and for all of humanity.
Then watch what happens and see how you feel. If you have several implants, your system may remove
them one at a time, so the prayer might need to be repeated.

Chapter 42: Connecting with Enki/Ea
Whether the Sumerian gods are actual beings who walked the Earth, or whether all of the stories on the
500,000 cuneiform tablets that have been found are pure mythology, these ancient images form a
substrate of emotional templates that give rise to patterns of human behavior, called archetypes in Jungian
psychology. One of my Certified Soul Detectives, Janet Nestor, has a strong intuitive connection to Enki,
whom she prefers to call Ea, his original name when he was still on Nibiru. Shamans go into trance and
journey into the underworld or the upper world to gather information to help a person asking for healing.
Janet, who wrote the foreword to this book, has felt a strong connection with the archetype of Enki/Ea for
decades, beginning long before she ever heard of Soul Detective work. I asked her to share some of the
information that has come through from her inner journeys to connect with Ea’s essence. What I noticed
the most about Janet’s Ea stories was how greatly he loved the humans he helped to create. The material
communicated from Ea through Janet includes some concrete ways that we can ask to have the full
potential of our nervous systems activated.

Janet’s Soul Detective Journey
As you read the following record of my Soul Detective Journey, your first question is going to be, “How
did your interactions and experiences with Ea facilitate increased mental-emotional-spiritual well-being?”
The second question will be, “Why should I believe this story?” Honestly, I am not sure I believe this
story myself, but I am sure of the results of the work. This material goes way outside the box of consensus
reality, of what humans usually believe is possible. Whether this whole story is a fantasy my unconscious
mind dreamed up to explain why I felt so bad and how I could heal, or whether I tapped into the morphic
resonance of Enki/Ea in the collective unconscious, or whether I actually have a soul link to Ea as a
parallel life, that differentiation does not matter. What does matter is that the work healed my body and
my soul and presents healing opportunities to anyone who reads this account.
My Story
For many years I was fascinated and curious about ancient Egypt. It was almost an obsession. When I had
the chance to visit the Egyptian exhibit at the 1989 World’s Fair, I looked at the artifacts, spent time with
the ones that spoke to me, and touched the ones I could. As I walked out the door, I began a stunning
journey of healing and insight that would lead me toward unity of body and soul.
A few years later, during my Reiki master teacher training, I journeyed to another time and place. In this
experience, a part of me is in a pyramid, sitting at a desk, facing a beautiful, large open area and the inner
surface of an outside wall. I am dressed in ancient Egyptian clothing, an oatmeal-colored robe with gold
roping at my waist. I am writing on a rectangular tablet and physically and emotionally experiencing a
few moments in the life of the Egyptian god Ptah, who I now know is the same person as Enki/Ea. Here is
the entry in my journal channeling the feelings of Ptah/Enki/Ea:
I know I have a lot of work to complete. The weight of the job is heavy on my heart and soul. I
want to leave a record, as much information as possible, so important historical, medical, and
scientific information is available in the years ahead. The room where I sit is lined with a row of
torches, held securely in dark-brown cone-shaped holders. Their fires burn brightly, creating a
golden glow all about the rooms. The walls and the floor are a soft, light golden color. I know
there are other people in the pyramid, but only Master Charles, my servant, is present. Master
Charles has the job of pushing me to write when I am tired and yearn to stop. As he stands by the
desk ordering me to continue, I almost hate him. When I can take the weight of my task no longer,
I stand up, levitate, and glide toward the wall and float through to the outside world. I fly,

invisible, to my statue, and enter it. While a group of people surround the statue, they do not see
me float up or notice me enter the statue. However, they know immediately when I am within it
and am ready to answer their prayers and their questions. When I am tired of answering prayers
and questions, I exit the statue and go back into the pyramid.
I am aware of my thoughts. I am thinking about my wife, Baal. I am aware that we have a son,
but neither he nor my wife live with me. They are at their home, and I am alone. I have work to
do. My wife, a goddess in Egypt, has her own work to do, and right now work comes first.
As soon as I arrived home, I drew a likeness of Ptah and then wondered about his wife, Baal. I went
straight to my computer to check my artwork with historical artifacts and drawings. To my amazement,
my drawing was identical to those I found on the Internet. I wondered how this could happen. Even
though I experienced myself entering the statue, I did not see it through the eyes of the crowd. This
information came from an internal awareness.
Soul Origin
During my Level Three Soul Detective training class in 2010, we were each identifying the planet of our
soul origin, the location where the soul has spent the most time in its history of incarnations. My planet of
soul origin was identified as Nibiru, the same planet that the Sumerian tablets say sent the Anunnaki
ruler’s son Enki (Ea) to Earth to mine for gold so he could ship it home to preserve the planet.
The following members of my spiritual family are relevant to this story: Yeshua the Christ, Mary
Magdalene, Archangel Michael, Archangel Raphael, Enki/Ea, his sister Ninmah, and Enki’s son
Ningishzidda. All of my interactions with these figures are personally supportive and instructional, and I
am often asked to share their wisdom in my writing, even on Twitter! They like to dictate my Tweets just
to “get the word out.”
My experience is a perfect example of how Soul Detective work helps us uncover our authentic self and
heal the impediments blocking our soul’s evolution. I hope my story will inspire others to embrace this
path, which has corrected feelings of emptiness and underlying anxiety in my life.

Janet’s Journal Entries
8-28-09 ~ Archangel Michael
Archangel Michael, when he is “off duty” is dressed casually in his long robe, carrying a shepherd’s staff.
Today Archangel Michael asked me to hold the staff that he carries everywhere. It is the staff he uses to
guard the gateway to heaven. As I held the staff, I could feel the energy expand into a magnificent power.
Michael instructed me to see the staff as my spinal column and told me that all of the power of the staff is
in my spine, including the gateway to heaven. This is true for all human beings.
2-9-10 ~ Meeting Archangel Raphael
Archangel Raphael teaches me about the “Powers” and the Prince of the Powers: The power of creation.
The power of love. The power of knowing. The power of life. The power of healing. The power of safety
and security. The power to love and be loved. The power to withstand. The power of empowerment. The
power of healthy boldness. All these individual powers are available to each human. The Prince of the
Powers and each of these powers, and the others not mentioned, are normal and natural to each of us if we
embrace them. We can ask to know them individually.
Raphael looks like a very large man. He appears to be nearly seven feet tall and substantial, an imposing
figure. His presence carries respect and strength. He appeared with wings, as if he flew into my view, but

he states over and over that they are not really wings. They are the evidence of his vibrational abilities
that look like wings and can be used almost like arms that hold and heal. He allows me to be held in that
powerful embrace, like a baby in arms, and feel his healing course through my entire body. To be held in
Raphael’s “wings” is like coming home to rest. We can rest in his energy whenever we need healing. In
the center of his chest is a visible heart. It looks like a pink, healthy human heart. It is not beating, but it is
there as if to say, “I am all heart, love, and within my heart is healing love.”
5-29-10 ~ This morning Christ asked me to call him Yeshua, his given name.
6-29-10 ~ Divine Essence
I have been given the understanding that each of us contains the “essence” we were at birth, and this
essence remains present at our core throughout our lifetime. It is the innocence, awareness, and presence
of the Divine that always remains. This eternal essence changes everything for each of us. We can rewrite
our life story, change perspective, and change the things that hurt or upset us anytime we choose to do so.
1-13-11 ~ Wisdom
Where light is, dark cannot be.
10-5-11 ~ Excerpts from Soul Detective work with Barbara Stone on the life of Ptah
Enki/Ea felt trapped in his job as leader and son of Anu and was afraid to ask for help for fear that asking
would create a perception of failure among his people. Barbara and I asked for the veil of darkness to be
lifted from Ptah, from all of the Anunnaki, and from the human race. Ea observed the realm known as
powers sprinkling sparkling stuff (gold dust) into the atmosphere of Nibiru to make it stronger, to make
the atmospheric shield it now has last longer. The sparkling stuff was infused with a level of love that the
minds of the Anunnaki were incapable of understanding. The energy directing that love will continue to
direct the work, and this light feels important as part of the shift that is to occur on Earth. We ask for
Yeshua to work with Ea to help open his heart to the power of love and to open his mind to deeper
understanding of his place and Nibiru’s role in the web of the Universe.
10-6-11 ~ Part of an e-mail to Barbara Stone regarding Ea’s concept of love
Ea wants you to know how much he loved his family, his planet, humans, and everything, even the
smallest of particles, on Earth. He understood love as relationship, responsibility, and doing the leadership
job he was needed to do. He did not see himself as a god, but played the role even though it was a great
burden to him. He wanted to keep us humans as well and as safe as he could. He has not adjusted to the
change of what he learned from the Christ yesterday, but he does appreciate all those many angels and
light beings that were with us during our work. He says that a constellation of Anunnaki has been living
among humans as humans and that thousands of others all over the world are connecting with their
consciousness, like I do.
11-11-11 ~ Unruly Children
Ea was intensely angry with his children at times as some of them were willful, forceful, and had an
aggressive feeling that their birthright gave them the right to be non-empathetic, hostile rulers. In general,
this willful attitude was true of many of the Anunnaki.
11-12-11~ Ea
As I awake this morning, relaxing in bed, I realize that Ea is fully present, giving me the gift of
understanding the magnitude of his physical strength and energy so I might experience this presence for
myself in my daily life. He knows I struggle to accept my personal power and he seeks to help me remedy
that limitation. He tells me through a knowing that he has been fully receptive to his education with
Christ, which is almost complete.

12-16-11 ~ Allowing Awareness
Today Ea appears huge, omnipotent in his approach. He communicates that Earth is being run by
Earthlings up to a point. He says that the Anunnaki influences continue, just as his influence is coming
through me right now. He is very large man and I can see why the early humans thought the Anunnaki
were gods. I have no words for this experience this morning because his presence is so powerful. He
explains he is not the Creator of all, but he, his sister Ninmah, and his brilliant son Ningishzidda, also
known as Thoth or Tehuti, are the designers of human beings, giving us inner communication skills,
insight, wisdom, and intellectual capacity. Ea says the Anunnaki worshiped the Creator of All and had a
very spiritual part to their lives, even though they refused to ask for help. Ea’s spiritual attitude is why he
took the role of Ptah so seriously and why he, going against his brother Enlil’s will, saved Noah and his
family during the deluge. Noah was his son, so Noah’s children were his grandchildren. In order to save
all that had been established on Earth, he says the Ark had a genetics lab that contained the DNA of all
life on Earth, including vegetation, fruits and vegetables, and the entire animal kingdom on land, in water,
and in the air.
2-21-12 ~ Life Extension (complete autonomic nervous system balance)
Ea showed me that the Anunnaki are fully present in their own bodies by allowing me to experience the
feeling through his body. Their feet are much more connected to the earth, so they are constantly being
fed by the energy of the Earth. Through this experience, my energy became more grounded and present.
2-23-12 ~ Excerpt from an e-mail to Barbara Stone
Ea said today that the Anunnaki nervous system is much more extensive than ours. The Anunnaki brain
stem is used much more than ours and functions as an active part of their brain. He told me that humans
can have a nervous system that allows them to use more of their brain. He said all we have to do is ask,
and it is provided. But we have to know we can ask. I asked Christ if I could do this. He said yes, and I
asked for the upgrade in being able to use more of my brain. My body began to buzz and I could feel a
steady surge of energy coming out the ends of my fingers. Ea said the Anunnaki senses are much stronger
than ours. They can see better, hear better, and smell better.
The relationship between Ea and Christ: Ea is a fifth-dimension being currently moving to a higher
level of consciousness, which is Christ Consciousness (Love Consciousness). The Anunnaki leadership of
the world is then moving into a higher level of consciousness…reluctantly. Not all of the Anunnaki agree
with the change Ea is making, and Ea is also having second thoughts.
Ea Speaking directly about the long-term relationship with Christ:
It would not have been appropriate to follow the teachings of Christ during his lifetime. We were the
rulers of Earth. We could not engage at the time. Now we are tired and no longer rulers of Earth as we
once were. Now it is appropriate for us to be immersed in the energy of love as he is.
Ea on the Crown Chakra:
Yes, we tried to take care of our own issues. Science and knowledge were our religion. But you forget that
we believed and believe our science and our wisdom were brought about by the Creator of All. The
Creator of All was honored as the source of all things, including our knowledge and abilities beyond the
norm for many civilizations. We are fifth-dimension beings. That means we can think, we have
compassion, and we are able to create much of what we want and need with our own abilities. We don’t
always need to ask for help, and we can do much on our own, and did. You allow the energy of creation to
flow through your body, from the crown to the feet and back into the Earth. We stopped that. We are not
Earth beings. Yes, shutting off the flow of energy into our crown chakras may have caused us much pain,
but we felt we had to. We balance ourselves through the energy of the Earth.

When asked if they drank monoatomic gold:
Yes, we drank the monatomic gold. We put it in our water. We wore it as well, but not in the state that you
wear it. The gold we wore was absorbed by our skin.
Did Christ drink the monatomic gold?
No. Yeshua always maintained communication with the Creator of All.
Warning about monoatomic gold:
The powdered gold is not good for you. We did use that to try to control people. We still do, but not in the
way that you may think. Do not drink the white powder gold. It is not good for humans, even those who
are close to us in genetics.
Listening Devices
We surgically placed listening devices into many beings, not all of them human beings. We had beams of
light that projected sound and language. We were all wired for constant contact with each other.
Our Genetics
Our magic lies within the Earth. God is magic. We drank other elements too, not just the water gold. Our
bodies are not the same as yours. While you have our DNA, our genetics, we did not make you exactly
like us. We made you partly like those living beings that were already on Earth. We gave you intelligence,
the ability to be conversant, and the ability to think and reason. Those are our gifts to you. We gave you
our mind, but most of you have not used it. Our minds are within you, but you must ask us for those
skills, and we will open them to you. You must ask. That was the deal we made with the Creator of all.
Humans must ask for the gifts.
5-30-2012 ~ Atlantis
During a session with an energy healer, I had a glimpse of Ea’s Earth home built over an entrance to an
underwater world. He loved the home because he could come and go into his water world as he chose.
Somewhere in my mind, a soft voice whispered in a shy way, “This is Atlantis.” And the awareness
lingers.
6-3-2012 ~ Acceptance
I no longer have any qualms about who I am. I accept the spiritual choices that I made before this
incarnation. My thoughts are currently filled with Ea’s thoughts and his instruction. When I met Yeshua,
my thoughts were saturated by his words and his teaching, and the same was true when I met Mary
Magdalene and Archangel Michael for the first time. Yeshua, the Christ, Mary Magdalene, and Archangel
Michael are now solid, loving members of my spiritual family. At one time I would have felt that
communicating with Ea would have meant being disloyal to the Christ, but now I see that the link
between these two energies is essential to the spiritual development of the Anunnaki and to the flowering
and development of humanity.
6-16-2012 ~ Reluctance and Victory
Ea speaking: Moving to a higher level of consciousness feels like abandoning my people, leaving some
behind and turning away from a way of life.
Yeshua speaks: Lord Enki, there has always been violence and jealousy among your people and within the
ruling family.
Ea: Yes.

Yeshua: Some have died.
Ea: Yes.
Yeshua: Your people brought violence and war to Earth. Many messengers were sent before me and you
ignored them.
Ea: We did not ignore. We did not subscribe.
Yeshua: Yes, you did not subscribe. Is saving your planet and saving some violent people more important
than progressing, preferable to making Love your weapon of choice?
Ea: This is the hardest decision I will ever make. How do I make this final step? How do I walk away
from all I have ever known? How do I walk away from being the glue in my family? How do I do that?
Yeshua: You are not the glue, Ea. Your love has been the glue. It is time to let go. My love is so great for
you that I let go. Can you allow my love to flow through you, into your crown chakra and into the Earth
that you love and cherish so much?
Ea: I will die to myself when I do this.
Yeshua: You will not physically die, Ea, you will live, just as we all live from one life to the next as part
of the Creator of all. Are you with me, Ea?
Ea: I let go and die to myself. I am free.
For a moment there is a great silence, almost a darkness, when nothing happens. And then I can see the
glow as Ea begins to fill with the light of Creation love.
Ea: I am changing! I am still breathing.
I see Ea stride around, back and forth, victorious as though the battle is won. There is a cheer from his
people and from the Universal beings of Light. Finally, Ea, together with Christ, is embracing Love as the
weapon of choice. Love is growing throughout the world. For Ea and others of his group, Love is now the
essence of life, rather than life being the essence of life. They are now acknowledging that long life is not
God, Love is God, and they are realizing they can have love, God, and long life simultaneously.
At an advanced Soul Detective class, our group collectively set sacred space and opened a doorway for
the Anunnaki who want to accept the love of the Creator of All after more than 500,000 years of living
with closed crown chakras. We felt that many, perhaps millions of Anunnaki souls came into our circle of
love and accepted the love of Creation, allowing it to flow through their crown chakras and into their
hearts. So many of the Anunnaki choosing love as their “weapon of choice” gives the world a better
chance to heal from war and find peace.
I’d like to close by sharing this beautiful poem spoken by Ea into my mind. It is meant to teach me who
he is as a person, to dispel human fears that he and the Anunnaki are here to harm humanity. These are his
exact words, a beautiful love poem to me and to all other human beings living on planet Earth.
Harmony
I love you.

You are my friend.
You are my heartbeat and my heart.
I’ll love you to the end.
Come be with me.
Walk by my side.
Hear the wind and the rain with me.
Our hearts are entwined.
Enjoy life with me.
I am your friend.
We are comfortable companions.
Harmonious soul and mind.

Chapter 43: Transforming Fear
The love poem from Ea brings the love the Father of All Beginnings has for all of creation through the
Anunnaki genetic engineers into the hearts of Homo sapiens, the hybrid race. I will share some of my own
journey from the energies of fear to this intimate connection with the love of the Divine. As a young
child, I loved going to my Bible Belt Protestant church and hearing about how much Jesus loved me.
When we sang the song “Jesus Loves Me” in Sunday School, I felt the golden light of God’s love flowing
through my being. I invited Jesus into my heart to be an indwelling spiritual presence to guide every step
of my life, and I felt the power and presence of the Divine within my soul.
In my teens I read the Bible through several times. I loved the stories about Jesus in the New Testament,
but I hardly recognized the vicious, angry, vengeful God of the Old Testament who was supposed to be
the father of Jesus. I asked my mother how God could be so mean. She explained the situation to me in
humorous terms that I could understand at the time. She said, “God wasn’t a Christian yet.” Webster
defines the word testament as “a covenant between God and man,” and so I surmised that the Old
Testament God had made a profound shift in his attitude toward humans with the coming of Christ.
Logically, it makes no sense that the Creator of All the Universe, the one who set the stars in the sky, lit
the sun on fire to warm us, and created all living things on this four-and-a-half-billion-year-old planet
would have been such a raging maniac until two thousand years ago. Also, the idea that the Prime Creator
sent his only son to be tortured and killed for my sins felt gruesome and created shame in me for being the
cause of the suffering of Christ.
Shame Around Sexuality
As sexual feelings began to blossom within me as a teenager, I felt guilt, because the Bible said that
having a lustful thought was just as bad as acting out the thought. The church I grew up in believed that
dancing was immoral because it would create lustful thoughts in the minds of the dancers and lead to
fornication. The church also believed that movies, jewelry, short skirts, and short sleeves were all bad,
generally for the same reasons of leading to licentious behavior. A woman’s beauty was to be on the
inside, not on the outside. These rules of how to please God and get to heaven and how to avoid being
sent to hell forever after death felt much different from the pure love I felt inside through my direct
connection with Jesus.
The Face of God
When I was faced with a diagnosis of breast cancer in 1991 and I prayed for help, I saw Jesus come and
stand before me in my mind’s eye. I felt the physical touch of Jesus tapping on my sternum and
conveying the complete thought, “I now heal your soul.” This event was my first experience with a
tapping therapy! Jesus is the face that God wears for me, though others in different traditions may sense
the Divine through another face. With that touch over my heart, I felt a deep wound heal in my soul, and I
absolutely knew I would survive cancer. How could I not believe in God when I had this direct
experience of the touch of the Master healing my heart and my soul?
In the process of writing this book, I have been sorting out what part of my belief system comes from the
true essence of the Divine and what part comes from rules given to people to control their behavior to
keep order in society. After comparing the information in the Sumerian tablets with what I have read in

the Bible, I have concluded that the religion I was taught contained a mixture of New Testament genuine
spirituality and Old Testament fear-based rule-keeping.
Pacifism
One feature of the church I grew up in that I truly treasure is that our church was pacifist. Members of our
church did not ever go to war, for any reason. My father had the courage to stand for his spiritual
convictions and refused to fight in World War II, which was a popular war to stop Hitler. Instead, my
father spent a year of alternative service as a “smoke jumper,” parachuting out of an airplane to fight
forest fires out west and then another year as an orderly in a mental hospital in the days before we had
chemical restraints. I still believe in my heart of hearts that war and fighting do not solve problems. Even
in my Detrimental Energy Protocol, I do not fight the darkness. I make peace with it and encourage the
dark force entities to rise to the Light.
Physical Challenges
If the history of our race presented in the records from ancient Sumer is true, then Homo sapiens would be
a genetically engineered product. Author Michael Tellinger theorizes that the Anunnaki purposely did not
activate all of the potential in human DNA so that we would remain their slaves, subservient to their
orders. He points out that in humans, “97% of our DNA consists of non coding genes while in very
simple creatures like fruit flies only 17% of the DNA contains noncoding genes.”13 Tellinger continues,
stating that the human genome is “the same length of that of our maker, our genetic donor. The genes
have however been tampered with, resulting in the removal or shutting down of most of them (97%),
leaving behind an unintelligent, primitive and subservient creature.”14 Cloned animals seem to be more
prone to disease, as with the famous case of Dolly, the sheep cloned at the Roslin Institute in Scotland.15
If we are a product that was genetically engineered and cloned by the Anunnaki to make the first
primitive workers, then the diseases we are prone to would be no surprise. The Annunaki seem to have
life spans of around 500,000 years, so they must know something about immunity that they did not give
us—and with good reason. If every Homo sapiens born were still living 500,000 years later, either this
planet would be way too full of people, or a law would have been passed against reproduction!
Emotional Challenges
Just as the physical body’s immunity is lowered by stress, trauma lowers our emotional immunity.
Although the Anunnaki had intelligence and scientific knowledge far surpassing our capabilities, in
ancient times they did not seem to have mastered the art of brotherly love and living harmoniously with
others. Anunnaki brothers fought viciously over power and territory. The imprint of fighting over power
was handed down to Cain and Abel, the first two Homo sapiens brothers. In humans, the sibling
antagonism of the Anunnaki brothers escalated and led to Cain murdering Abel. We know that impulse
control lessens when a person has been drinking alcohol, and lack of impulse control continues to be a
problem for humans, even when they have not been drinking. Could our difficulty with emotional
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function come from being a hybrid race? We do appear to have inherited the emotional problems of the
Anunnaki.
The indigenous races on Earth seem to be closer to the life forms that evolved naturally here, and
indigenous tribes love, honor, and respect our mother planet. We need more of these values to sustain life
on Earth. The white-skinned races, which have more Anunnaki genes, are, in general, more
technologically advanced and seem to lack the concern for living in harmony with our planet that is the
basis of indigenous religions. The current level of toxicity put into our environment with all of our skybased technology may be exacerbating the upheavals in weather patterns and increasing natural disasters
as Earth tries to bring herself back into balance.
Religious Challenges
Humans have feared God. It has been bred into us, reinforced over and over in the Old Testament by the
vicious, vengeful acts of Yahweh when his people did not obey orders. Religious fanatics still kill people
in the opposing religion, all in the name of the God they worship. The attack on the Twin Towers in New
York City on September 11, 2001 is an example of Muslim religious fanatics doing their religious duty of
“jihad,” a holy war to wipe out infidels who do not believe in Mohammed and to promote Islam. Perhaps
it is because I am a pacifist, but I do not understand how Islam can claim Moses as one of its prophets and
still rampantly violate the commandment given by Moses of “Thou shalt not kill.” I still do not
understand how people can bend this commandment to suit their political goals. Perhaps the wars between
rival gods in the Old Testament –wars between different ideologies that are still going on today—point to
another force that might be behind the wars themselves and the feelings of the rulers of not having enough
power or wealth. Look at the ways God’s name was used to abuse people in the following case history.

Susannah North Martin
Baptized September 31, 1621, and executed July 19, 1692, in the Salem Witch Trials
Charity began working on her family tree after her father died. All along, she felt compelled to go
back in time and search for her ancestors who were trapped. In particular, she had been feeling
the call of a great-grandmother many generations back who was executed in the Salem Witch
trials, a woman named Susannah North Martin. Charity had read transcripts from the trials and
noted how independent and feisty Susannah was throughout the process.
We set sacred space and did a Soul Detective Earthbound Spirit Protocol to find out what had
happened from Susannah’s viewpoint. Charity channeled the feelings of her ancestor and said that
Susannah had been a target all of her life because she spoke out for her rights, a quality not shown
by many women in her time. Some teenage girls sassed her, and she spoke back to them. The
daughter of the local minister was the ringleader of these girls, and everyone was afraid to cross
this girl, who acted like a bully. A slave woman from the Caribbean who did voodoo had taken
these teenage girls under her wing and done séances with them. When the minister’s daughter
accused someone of witchcraft, her father backed her up, and the woman identified, in this case
Susannah, was brought to trial.
The girl she spoke back to pointed her finger at Susannah and accused her of being a witch. In the
Salem trials, the women accused of witchcraft who confessed to the crime had their lives spared,
but those who would not confess were executed. Even as the rope was being put around her neck,

Susannah affirmed her innocence. Susannah felt anger and rage about what happened to her,
feeling her life had been wasted and thrown away. She wanted justice. When she was put to
death, she was an old woman of seventy-one who had already lived her life, but some of the other
women she witnessed being executed for witchcraft were young and had families who depended
on them. She was particularly enraged about all the pain that loss of life and dignity brought to
the women killed, as well as their loved ones.

Dark Force Entities
We found five Fallen Angels and two minions at work behind the scenes. We interviewed the
highest-ranking Fallen Angel to see what his job was in the Salem Witch Trials.
His job assignment was to destroy the community by tearing it apart from within and to destroy
all belief in God, to destroy the whole idea of God. The United States was founded on freedom of
religion, and this Fallen Angel was trying to nip this idea in the bud and make people afraid of
God. He worked for the darkness and believed that light was an illusion, there was no light, and
there was only darkness. He thought people who follow the light were blind idiots and threatened
that anyone who crossed him would be sorry they did. He was angry with Susannah because she
had not bowed to him.
We offered this Fallen Angel the chance to get a more powerful job, and he asked, “How much
power?” He believed his current boss was extremely powerful and wanted to be sure the new job
would be even more powerful than that! We asked Archangel Michael to show him the power of
the Light and for other Fallen Angels who had come back to the Brotherhood of Lightworkers to
surround him and show the kind of power they had now that they were working for the Light. The
Fallen Angel was taken aback and asked, “How can this be? I have only tried to hurt these
Angels—why would they come to me?” When he saw the magnificence of the Light, he got very
worried about getting into trouble with his current boss, warning us, “You don’t know what he
can do. He is very powerful.” But he saw that Archangel Michael and his crew were even more
powerful than his boss, and he said he wanted to be on the winning side! This angel wanted to be
protected by a bubble of angelic light with a ring of angels around him. Archangel Michael and
others promptly formed a Bubblemobile of protection around the Fallen Angel, and he felt the
Light, a new experience. He was amazed! He asked to be freed from all the cords of deception
and lies that had bound him to the dark side. Archangel Michael set him free, and he accepted a
new job of working for the Light. He called to the other four Fallen Angels and the two minions
who had been involved in the Salem Witch Trials to invite them to join him in the Light. They
were amazed to see how beautiful this former boss looked in the Light. He told them that, before,
he had coerced them into obedience by pressuring them to do things and ordering them around.
Now he was not ordering them. Instead, he was inviting them to take the same opportunity he had
accepted to come work for the Light. The other four Fallen Angels talked it over and decided to
convert, but they wanted the Bubblemobile to come get them so they could have safe passage!
They were sure to take their minions with them, too, and all crossed into the Light.
Remorse

Then these former Fallen Angels were filled with remorse at seeing all the damage they had done
to humans. The minions said, “We were just doing our jobs.” They had been blinded, but now
they were seeing the truth. Charity reported that the first Fallen Angel was quite powerful, very
high up on the food chain of the dark side. He had been working at destroying people’s faith in
God for a long time on the planet before Salem. He made people laugh at God and ridicule him,
making God into a joke. He was surprised to recognize some of his old colleagues in the Light,
those who had converted before he did. He did not know what happened to them, because Satan
had told him that they had been removed to the furthest pits of hell for going against him—
another lie! He commented, “You have no idea what it’s like to see Light when I was only in
darkness.”
Multiplying the Benefits
We invited any other Fallen Angels who had jobs of making people turn away from God to come
get better jobs working for the Light. The leader of the Fallen Angels was inviting all the others
he had been responsible for. He told us, “You didn’t know how much it put a nail in our coffin
every time you chose death rather than lie. Our boss said no human would ever choose death
when forced to make that choice. It made us fear, a major victory for the Light every time one of
you chose death.” He told Susannah, “Your death counted for more than you knew.” A convoy of
Bubblemobiles went out into the cosmos to gather other Dark Force Entities who wanted to get
on the winning side of the Light!
Susannah
When we came back to Susannah, she was dumbfounded at seeing all the action from the dark
side that had gone on behind the scenes. When she was accused of witchcraft, her children all
moved away from Salem to escape being accused of practicing witchcraft, too. She understood
their attitude and supported their moving to safety, but she also felt abandoned. After she was
hanged, since nobody was there to give her a proper burial, her body was just thrown into a ditch.
Charity felt that Susannah’s spirit was still earthbound and feeling very discarded, cast off, and
lonely. We called the spirits of her loved ones to come back, recover her body, and give her a
proper burial. She was amazed at how many of them came. They honored her for standing up for
truth. They said, “You were never a weak woman, and we are so proud to be your descendants.
You took on evil!” Susannah reflected that all the dark side got was her body, not her soul. Then
it was time for the whole family to move into the Light. Susannah requested her own family
Bubblemobile, and they all crossed together into the next world. When she got to the Light, she
noticed that some of the women who had been executed did not hold on to anger and had already
crossed into the Light ahead of her. We multiplied the benefits and asked for any others in the
whole universe who had been executed for things they did not do to couple to the healing, leave
behind their anger and rage, and come to family reunions with loved ones in the Light.
The Slave Woman
We next focused on the slave woman behind the teenage girls. We started by begging her
forgiveness for the way we white people had abused her people, breeding them like animals and
separating them from family members to use them for our financial gain. She listened but was not

ready to forgive. She told us how lonely she had felt when she was torn away from her entire
family and forced to live among strangers for the rest of her life. Her only power was when the
teenage girls listened to her stories. We asked her family to come surround her, and they came
immediately, fighting to see who would get to hug her first. She could not believe this joyful
reunion. She thought she would never see her family again. She had lost her faith in God when
her masters tore her away from her family. She told us the slaveholders were also lied to by the
darkness, which told them that having slaves would make them powerful. She did not know about
the Civil War, so we told her about how it had freed the slaves. She was incredulous and asked,
“There was a war fought for my people? Some of the descendants of my masters died in that war
for my people? White people were willing to die for my race and set us free? How could I not
forgive them? There has to be a God.”
She had not wanted to go to heaven when she died because she did not want to be anywhere
white people might be. But she changed her mind after learning about the Civil War. She told us
that her own people in Africa had captured and sold slaves for money—greed. She said, “The
dark continent was dark. We fought among ourselves over power, and that is how the white
people got us. Greed and power, that’s how the darkness does it.” She crossed into the Light and
said, “Human beings are not the enemy; the problem is the dark side.” She prayed for healing for
people of all races and color and noted how good it felt to forgive. She realized the white people
were lied to just like she was lied to. She said that any wound can be healed, no matter how old it
is, and reflected that she wanted to work for healing in the Light now. Then she went off to a big
welcome-home celebration party with her family.
Charity reflected that just like the water poured on the Wicked Witch of the West in The Wizard
of Oz melted the witch, when we pour the water of Light and love on dark and evil, it just melts
away. Evil only looks solid and strong, but it is not nearly as solid and strong as they would like
us to believe!
The Minister’s Daughter
We sent out a search party to bring the minister’s daughter into our sacred space. She felt
ashamed and humiliated about what she had done, but a part of her did not want to admit that she
had done anything wrong. Her former friends no longer wanted to be tied to her. Her father came
and told us he was very sorry for the part he had played. He realized that he had betrayed God
and was wrong to use God’s love as a weapon to destroy people. He talked with his daughter and
told her she was just following his instructions from the pulpit. He had been preaching, “There is
good and evil, and good should try to destroy evil. Black will always be black.” She was just
listening to her father, but she felt ashamed of how much she enjoyed the power of being able to
target people for death. She did not know how she could ever be forgiven.
Her father said that the bottom emotion behind the trials was pride. “We believed that we were
the only ones who knew how God is. Those who did not believe like us were wrong and evil and
needed to be destroyed. We were right and they were wrong. I believed it was my job to destroy
anything that was not of God. At the time, I really thought I was doing God’s will.” He said that
the power was not attractive to him; he just wanted to be right. His daughter liked the power.

They were deceived and wanted to apologize to all the people whose lives they had destroyed.
The minister said, “I don’t want to use God as a club anymore. God is not an exclusive club.”
The minister and his daughter asked forgiveness of the people they had hurt. They were shocked
to see a healing circle form around them of the people they had victimized helping them and
sending them love. They realized that this forgiveness is true love. The minister and his daughter
wanted to be instruments of good in the future and asked when they could go to the Light. We
said, “Right now!”
Multiplying the Benefits
As we multiplied the benefits, Charity saw people coming in from every religion who all thought
they were the best and the only right ones. They reflected, “How could we ever think that God,
being limitless love, would limit his love to just us?” Some had been blinded by selfrighteousness. They realized that all of us are children of God and that God can only love because
that is who He is. Love does not beat or exclude; it forgives. The minister reflected that the Fallen
Angel had projected his qualities of making people afraid onto God, like the Old Testament
vengeful Yahweh. Jesus came to change the system, to put the true face of God on God with his
example of forgiveness.
Charity’s Reflections
After this work, Charity e-mailed me saying, “I knew there was a reason for going into my family
tree that was much more than my curiosity. Now I know the reason was divine, that God truly
wants no one to perish in the darkness, but that ‘whosoever will’ can be brought to the Light.
Thank you so much for your healing work with me and for helping me rescue my ancestors and
get them to God, and on a much grander scale, helping rescue so many others, especially those
who didn’t even believe in Light!”
Many Pathways to the Divine
This case shows how dropping our belief that we are the only ones who know truth can open us up to a
universal connection with the many faces of God. My belief system has changed in the course of six
decades of life experience. Now I believe that the Divine communicates to humans in many ways, in
many cultures, and that each different pathway to the Light has bits and pieces of absolute truth, which
has been filtered in its presentation to the masses for social and political purposes. Just as a diamond has
more than one facet, each different faith reflects an aspect of spiritual truth. Also, each faith has some
pieces of fear-based propaganda entangled into this spiritual truth. In my previous book, Invisible Roots:
How Healing Past Life Trauma Can Liberate Your Present, I talk about the process of my mind opening
up to the truth of reincarnation, a belief present in many other religious groups such as the Essenes,
Chinese Religion, Eckankar, Hare Krishna, Jainism, Scientology, Sikhism, Wicca, and the major world
religions of Buddhism and Hinduism. I no longer accept the dualistic Judeo-Christian belief that we each
have one life, are judged, and are then sent either to heaven or hell. I now believe that we get many
lifetimes to learn the lessons of love and forgiveness and that each action we take has a karmic effect. I
also believe Saint Issa’s radical teaching that “a Guru is not essential to help man reach to the Supreme.”16
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In our current times, I feel that each person can access a direct link to spiritual guidance by setting pure
intention and listening for “the still small voice of God within.” The ego shouts, but Source whispers, and
our priests and ministers are not the only ones who have a direct pipeline to the Divine!
The Fifth Sun
The Maya divided history into epochs called Suns. The first Sun ended with the flood, about 11,000 BC.
Since then the Suns have lasted about four thousand years each, and the Fourth Sun began around 3800
BC with the beginning of the Sumerian civilization.17 Mayan Elder Carlos Barrios gives hope for the
transition we are now in between the ending of the Fourth Sun and the beginning of the Fifth Sun.
At sunrise on December 21, 2012, for the first time in 26,000 years the Sun rises to conjunct the
intersection of the Milky Way and the plane of the ecliptic. This cosmic cross is considered to be
an embodiment of the Sacred Tree, the Tree of Life, a tree remembered in all the world’s spiritual
traditions.18
He teaches that, in this new era, Earth will be aligning itself with the center of the galaxy, which may
open a channel for cosmic energy to flow through and cleanse the planet, raising everyone to a higher
level of vibration. Elder Barrios gives a beautiful, hopeful message:
The greatest wisdom is in simplicity. Love, respect, tolerance, sharing, gratitude,
forgiveness. It’s not complex or elaborate. The real knowledge is free. It’s encoded in your
DNA. All you need is within you. Great teachers have said that from the beginning. Find
your heart, and you will find your way.19
The Truth
If the Sumerian tablets are historically accurate, then the implication is that at least half of the DNA of
each person walking and talking on Earth today is from another planet. In essence, we would all be part
extraterrestrial. In any case, we all have the capacity to continue evolving and to use far more of our brain
than has been activated so far. Facing our fears and seeing through the illusions we have believed is a first
step. Seeing the truth behind the archetypes that have controlled our behavior opens us up to a kind of
freedom to be truly who we are—something that has been rare in human experience.
My prayer is that all of humanity will see and overcome the ways we have been conditioned to fear the
gods and the ways the dark forces have infiltrated our systems of worship. May all the Dark Force
Entities get better jobs working for the Light, and may we all be set free from the fear that has bound our
souls! May we see that our creator does not want to control us through implants creating voices in our
heads that dictate what we should do to get gold for the gods. May we all be set free of the limitations
placed on our human potential so that we can grow and expand to our full radiant capacity for intelligence
and make our decisions based on love. May we all wake up from the nightmare of fearing the gods,
fearing annihilation, and practicing sacrifice of the firstborn to appease the gods.
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I Want This Nightmare to End!

Your joy is your sorrow unmasked.
And the selfsame well from which your laughter rises was oftentimes filled with your tears.
And how else can it be?
The deeper that sorrow carves into your being, the more joy you can contain.20
--Kahlil Gibran
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